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Abstract: While design researchers use diverse approaches to study designing, nondesigners face specific impediments in adopting these research approaches in their
quest to gain design knowledge. Recognizing such challenges, this paper outlines how
one education academic engineered a first-person methodology to investigate the
nature of designing. Through undertaking a learner-researcher study in an
undergraduate architectural design basics subject, learning about design through
learning to design, she tracked her developing design ideas and crystallized a view of
architectural designing as a three-phase heuristic for value selection: imagining
possibilities, interpreting ideas to form architectural principles and distilling quality.
Her subsequent small-scale test of this value-selection design heuristic in recent cases
of architectural design provided preliminary affirmation of its viability. This paper
concludes by speculating on various research directions arising from this learnerresearcher methodology and a view of designing as value selection and, in particular,
provoking consideration of how similar developmental data might be collected and
analysed for explanatory insights in diverse design and educational contexts.
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Developing (architectural) design knowledge

Approaches to gain knowledge about design
As a non-designer and education academic, there is an opportunity for me (first
author) to fill a gap in how design knowledge has been gathered to date. Before
outlining how I might achieve this, I begin this paper by describing some of the ways in
which data about designing has been collected previously. Analysing why these
approaches were or were not available to me, I outline how a methodology was
engineered to learn about the nature of designing. I acknowledge upfront that this
work was undertaken as part of a doctoral investigation (Golja 2011) under the
research mentorship of my doctoral supervisor (second author).

Interview study
When undertaking interview studies, researchers seek to elicit participants’ recount
of, reflection and opinion on their processes, observations, views and experiences. For
example, Björklund (2013) and Cross and Clayburn Cross (1996) gathered data through
interviewing professional designers to study design expertise. That was also Lawson’s
(1994) approach when he undertook in-depth interviews with eleven distinguished
architects, arguing for the usefulness of knowing how a few outstanding architects
work and think. However, Lawson had previously developed a design model (Lawson
1990) which became the basis for how he subsequently framed his interview questions.
Using that interview data, he wrote detailed case studies and examined them against
his particular views of designing. In contrast, unlike these researchers (Björklund 2013;
Cross and Clayburn Cross 1996; Lawson 1994), design is a discipline outside my area of
expertise and experience. I would therefore be confronted by the dilemma of which
design meaning or approach to select from the various ideas that different designers
would put forward. So, it would be very difficult, if not impossible, for me to attempt to
identify designing in such interviews: I could not examine design as it actually occurred.
Addressing this problem of distance, Loukissas (2008) conducted a series of sixty indepth unstructured interviews in situ with design practitioners whilst at the same time
gathering related data from “observations, simulations, journal articles, technical
papers, books, images, and popular media” (p. 41). Collecting such material over a
period of one year, he not only studied design artefacts but also tested personal
conceptions of design in various ways. Though such data, together with the interviews,
enabled Loukisass (2008) to gain snapshots of designing in operation, this approach
would provide me with very limited opportunities to witness design development and,
therefore, the actual process.

Archival study
In archival studies, researchers access documents and artefacts as traces of ideas,
observations and experiences from the past, and they use that data to interpret events
and evaluate particular ideas. Innovative buildings, for example, are often richly
documented cases of designing with extensive material published in different media.
For one case, 30 St Mary Axe in London, such archival data included a video
documentary (von Arx and Müller 2006a), published accounts (Powell 2006), visual
data (Foster 2007; Gregory 2003; Jenkins 2007; Powell 2006), models (Hwang et al.
2006; Powell 2006; Stacey 2004; von Arx and Müller 2006b), participant accounts (von
Arx and Müller 2006b), interviews (von Arx and Müller 2006c) and monographs
mapping historical developments in that firm’s projects (Foster and Partners 2005;
Jenkins 2002, 2004, 2007, 2009). On the other hand, Schön (1981, 1983, 1984, 1985,
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1987) used archival material drawn from design education to study designing. The
chosen event was taken from the Architectural Education Study (AES) which undertook
ethnographic observations of learning and teaching in various design studios over sixmonth periods (Porter and Kilbridge 1981a, 1981b). It was Roger Simmonds’ (1981) AES
fieldwork of a professional graduate degree course from which Schön selected data: a
single audio-recorded design dialogue. He produced a long transcript of that design
encounter between a teacher (Quist) and his student (Petra), subsequently analysing it
for insights into designing. Though this approach was also open to me, I recognize that
such archival material (including any primary sources) is already layered with
interpretation and constrained in ways that might not be evident: specifically, in the
varying and particular perspectives selected as data sources, the media or techniques
used to collect that data, the extent to which such data represented the rich contextual
influences at the study site and in the reporting of data. As a non-designer, it was also
not possible for me to corroborate designing in such archival material unless I already
had well-developed insights.

Observational study
When researchers carry out observational studies they collect data in situ and in
real time, engaging with the everyday activities of the group they are studying, as
Bucciarelli (1994) and Vinck (2003) did in their investigations of how engineering design
occurred. Observing design practitioners in their natural settings is what Yaneva (2005,
2006, 2009) also did in her ethnographic studies of Rem Koolhaas’ Office for
Metropolitan Architecture (OMA). Bemoaning that buildings were not investigated in
the process of planning and designing, she wanted to shed light on “architecture in the
making”. There would be challenges, however, for me to gain such access to
professional practice. Similar studies, though in other settings, have observed students
learning to design: for example, as Simmonds (1981) did in his ethnographic study of a
graduate studio class and as von Buttlar (1981) documented in his fieldwork
observations and chronological account of day-to-day development in an eleven-week
design studio. For me, that more familiar educational context would make it possible to
gather data as designing took place and was supported by designers. However, it is not
immediately apparent when designing actually occurs for these practitioners or
students and there is difficulty in knowing how much designing is actually visible.
Observations of the interactions and conversations between designers and with
materials might be strongly bound to one particular context and time. As an observer,
therefore, I might not be privy to various psychological processes knowable and
accessible to the design practitioner or student. Furthermore, an observer’s experience
or lack of experience of designing could overlay or even distort this evidence in ways
that might be difficult to detect.

Participatory study
In participatory studies, researchers become active participants in and the subjects
of what they are studying, gaining first-hand experience and therefore access to
developing insights. For example, Pedgley (2007) devised ways to collect data that
elicited specific elements of his design activity amendable to verbal accounts.
Researchers at the Spatial Information Architecture Laboratory also had such a
research agenda in mind for their Australian Research Council funded project,
Embedded Research Within Architectural Practice (SIAL, RMIT 2006). There,
participating architect-researchers formed up distinctive investigations within different
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and unique practices to understand how innovation and development could be
supported in contemporary architectural designing. One participating architectresearcher, for example, gathered data naturalistically “to capture the background,
current conditions, development and environmental interactions of … [her] role as an
architectural designer in a firm whose practice is increasingly engaging with digital
media” (Benton 2008, p. 50). Likewise, a participatory study, carefully chosen, could
give me direct, real-time access to gathering data related to the processes of design
and its development. At the same time, it would be possible for me to test the worth of
any of my developing insights in the real-time context in which they arose. So, this
participatory approach seemed promising as a way for me to gain knowledge about the
nature of design.
To shed further light on particular strengths and weaknesses of such first-person
studies, I consulted two related and well-established research traditions. Both selfexperimentation (Altman 1987; Martinelli, Czelusta and Peterson 2008a, 2008b) and
autobiography (Clements 1999; Lancy 1993) provided evidence of the power of these
methodologies and highlighted particular challenges that needed to be considered and
addressed: for example, the complexity integral to a first-person naturalistic study,
particularly with the unlimited access to the researcher-subject’s observations,
thoughts and ideas, the potentially large, comprehensive data set and the inherent
noise operating in this real-life setting. Though I subsequently adopted a first-person
research approach to gain design knowledge, I customized it in ways I now describe.

Developing a first-person methodology to gain
design knowledge
My background in Education (formerly as a teacher and more recently as an
academic supporting learning and teaching in a university) and my strong interest but
lack of previous formal study in Architecture pre-disposed me towards undertaking a
first-person study in architectural design. In essence, I set out to gain knowledge about
the nature of design through learning to design, becoming a learner-researcher.
In taking account of my limited experiences of architectural designing and so as to
hedge the chances that I might learn to design successfully, or at least gain useful
insights into designing, what was needed was a context within higher education in
which I could grow, first-hand and in real time, an understanding of design. All these
considerations suggested participating as a mainstream student in a first year
undergraduate architectural design subject. To locate a suitable subject, I consulted
with colleagues at my university’s School of Architecture. The objectives of
Architectural Design: Design Basics, a core first year design subject, supported my focus
on seeking to understand designing. I subsequently became a fully participating student
in this design basics subject, learning alongside other students.
In a novel study such as this, it was crucial to identify, address and therefore diffuse
the ethical risks involved, not only for me but also for the students and academics who
would be participating in the subject and, therefore, in the research context. For
example, in reporting this research, I recognized and acknowledged all references to
students’ and teaching staff’s contributions to my learning to design, as is academic
practice at my university (Assessment Procedures Manual UTS 2001/2010). Students
and teachers could choose whether such acknowledgement was by real name or
pseudonym, reflecting recent research practices that argue for participants’ right to be
identified and thereby safeguarding their ownership of work (Kelly 2009; Tilley and
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Woodthorpe 2011; Walford 2005). This study’s context was also identified, to highlight
its particularity and to avoid implying its generalizability by dislodging it from its
particular history and geography (Nespor 2000; Walford 2005). Indeed, many scholarly
architectural design communities accept and practise such protocols (for example,
Hensel and Menges 2006, 2008a, 2008b; Sunguroglu 2008).
During the fourteen-week semester, as both researcher and subject, I had unlimited
access to when data could be collected. So the contexts in which I found myself, both
within the formal arrangements of the subject and in the activities of my life more
broadly, provided diverse opportunities to learn about design. For example, as part of
my academic life I attended public seminars where practising architects talked about
their processes and projects. To keep track of and document my learning to design over
the semester, I gathered various data including:












Subject documentation such as subject outline, studio handouts and
assessment guidelines
Extensive audio recordings of lecture and studio sessions
Notes I made during lecture and studio sessions
Selective video recordings during studio sessions, including of other students’
designing, when and if I felt it might help my own learning
A journal in which I recorded extensive chronological field notes of my own
thoughts, questions, observations and ideas as they occurred, and in such a
way as not to disrupt the designing itself
Design artefacts I made including drawings and models as well as digital
photographs I took at various times to document consecutive development of
my modelling
Formal assessment submissions and formal written feedback
Records of various related experiences outside of formal learning in Design
Basics
Video recordings of a series of four conversations held individually with
students on completion of this subject to elicit their experiences and views of
designing

Amassing a large, complex dataset, I developed a system to organize this data in
such a way as to enable ready access, comparison, interrogation and referral.
As a learner-researcher, I used that data to track my own designing in the context of
my class community’s learning over time, how my architectural design ideas were
tested and the nature of any progression that occurred in my thinking about design.
Furthermore, to preserve the integrity of the research in its reporting, I organized the
reporting of my findings according to the key milestones marked out as the subject
assessments. As each milestone section of the account was written, I could analyse it
for evidence of my ideas about design, focusing on my development and critique of
those understandings of design. By attending to such detail, I was able to write a
careful descriptive and analytical case study of my learning to design. As such, this
extensive account was cumulative and developmental (see Golja 2011).
So, in this first-person study, I set out to investigate: What insights into design, if
any, can I gain as a learner-researcher in an undergraduate architectural design basics
subject? Design Basics was studio based, with students undertaking a project-based
design exercise. During my participation this project involved designing a weekender
for a particular client in a specified location and on a defined site. Here, I report the key
findings of this learner-researcher study.
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Gaining design knowledge through learning to
design
My analysis of data from the early weeks suggested to me that I had a view of
designing as developing the fit of my building idea with the client’s expressed needs
and desires. To create this fit, it appeared to me that I was eliciting, analysing and
enacting qualities important to this particular client.
In subsequent weeks, my analysis indicated that development of ideas over time
were integral to designing. Indeed, it became increasingly clear to me that designing
did not entail instructions, nor could the design be known a priori. Rather, ideas
emerged as we were designing, and these ideas developed through testing, modifying
and refining. I also began to recognize various contextual influences shaping my design
ideas, factors that I was taking into account to enhance fit between the client’s and my
design ideas.
Over the final weeks, I was able to form a developmentally coherent view of
designing as three phases, a view that made clear the changes in my ideas about
designing over the semester. I identified and described these three phases through
which I came to appreciate that my ideas about designing passed in this way:

Imagining possibilities
In learning to design I sought inspiration from various sources and in different ways.
Designing encouraged me to be open to experiences, opportunities and changes, to
observe my surroundings and to scout into new areas. Such explorations were driven
by an enquiring urge that gave rise to copious questions over the 14 weeks. Once such
questions were made explicit, I noticed that new ideas emerged to be explored and
investigated for their fruitfulness, through engagement in a broad and rich communal
setting. Such engagement occurred, for example, through,











An iterative process of meeting with the client, exploring possibilities together
in conversation;
Analysing the site map, its particular topographical features, as well as using
first hand experiences of the site’s location;
My own experience and access to the work of others, becoming aware of the
pivotal role of media and technologies in designing;
Comparing other students’ interpretations of the same client’s brief with my
own, noting similarities and questioning differences;
Immersion in the immediate physical environment, closely observing objects of
importance or interest to us;
Becoming familiar with the work of architects preceding us, recognizing this
inherited pool of architectural ideas could be used to learn from, to think with
and to generate contemporary possibilities;
A growing awareness of diagrams and their potential as a generative
technique;
Considering the potential of ideas originating in disciplines outside Architecture,
exploring by way of interpretation and experimentation; and,
A seemingly insatiable curiosity in attempting to meet design challenges, and
venturing beyond what I knew, for example, in exploring ideas about curvature
that challenged square box housing.
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In all these ways, as we engaged with diverse opportunities, possibilities could be
imagined.

Interpreting ideas to form architectural principles
I recognized design ideas in the studio setting had their roots in these early
explorations and imaginings. Initial ideas were interpreted and represented in
architectural terms, through form and shape. I noticed, as I experimented using various
media, that modelling enabled greater fluency in my transition to working with ideas in
spatial ways. From such interpretation and exploration, I generated curving forms.
From an initial curiosity about architectural design as a conceptual process, I came
to understand architectural design as a particular way of carving up a space, where
concepts in design were organizing principles or broad patterns. On that view, a
concept organized and structured spatial thinking in designing. Once we had generated
a concept for a particular project, questions and possibilities emerged that began to
constrain the choices we could make and subsequently, how a building idea developed
under contextual influences (developing fit with client and environment). In other
words, we interpreted and tested various emerging ideas and influences against this
concept for fit and relevance, and so, concepts acted as a useful constraint in our
designing. I came to observe how concepts offered a rigorous way of thinking about a
spatial idea, for exploring possibilities and guiding development.
Through my exploration of curvature, I sought to understand the spatial principles
that could guide the development of such organic forms. I had organized and
structured these curving spatial ideas so they expressed a sense of flow and movement,
a welcoming gesture, as they encompassed the natural bush environment within their
spaces. However, such structuring seemed to lack rigour. Though I did not know what
spatial principles might shape curving forms in architectural designing, I speculated that
these values would not originate from Euclidean spatial rules. I came to recognize that
spatial principles were dynamic: that conceptual development in architectural
designing was influenced by broader cultural knowledge and change, for example, of
materials, technologies and theories. Such exploration of spatial ideas and concepts
provoked insights into how designing development seemed to occur, in my own
designing over one semester and in the discipline of Architecture over longer time
spans.

Distilling quality
From one project brief, we were to generate many and diverse ideas over the
course of our designing in this subject. In developing our design proposals, clearly we
were selecting some ideas and discarding others, as were the teaching staff. Therefore,
we were making value judgements (whether tacitly or explicitly) about the ideas we
were generating and the choices we were making: for example, what was good about
particular ideas, what was not; what was working, what was not. In our designing, as
these selections seemed to be made for their particular worth or value, our design
ideas developed in particular ways: through processes of analysing and testing these
values, modifying and rethinking, refining and making changes.
In the first week of my learning to design, I wondered how the conceptual process
in architectural designing occurred. Much later, serendipitous events exposed me to
various broader conceptual shifts that had influenced Architecture. I came to
understand knowledge, in itself, as value choices, and so, such conceptual shifts
represented value change or development. Similarly, in our designing over the 14
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weeks, our design concepts also underwent many changes; their qualities were tested
in various ways and developed. For example, our early design ideas aimed to develop
initial fit with the client and we took a proactive approach to elicit, analyse and enact
values important to our client. Then, I began to conceive how contextual influences
could enhance this fit between the client’s and my design ideas. In such development
over time, our design ideas were subject to tests and from such tests we could begin to
generate criteria for being able to recognize the quality of our design choices. For
example, I reviewed the client’s and the tutor’s responses to my design idea and
clearly, I took their value judgments into account in my subsequent design decisions;
my early investigation into curvature had seeded questions about judging quality; and,
perhaps most poignantly for me, when I could not generate the architectural criteria on
which to judge my curving design idea, I radically changed my design concept. I
adopted a new concept which, when subsequently put to architectural tests for quality,
failed.
On this view of designing, I came to recognize that when the academic teacher
discussed our learning to design, he was actually describing a process of distilling
quality over time. He provoked us to consider why we were designing in the way we
were and the choices we were making. He urged us to interrogate the architectural
ideas we were inheriting, as Venturi did in challenging modernist values with their
absence of cultural meaning and contextual relationship. He took opportunities to
expose us to how, historically, architects had imbued their architectural designs with
particular qualities: for example, values such as beauty, form, emotional effect. So, I
came to understand how, through designing, such broad values were interpreted to
form coherent, rigorous architectural principles. We were encouraged in our designing
to interrogate how different qualities might be conceived and evaluated and
subsequently, how we might test the architectural interpretation of the value itself. In
essence, it seemed to me that criteria surfaced during the process of designing for, in
that dynamic context, values could be examined, and re-examined, over time.
So I came to understand that designing intimately concerned the quality of what
was designed, quality that was distilled over time: so designing was not only about a
process, about development or reaching a solution. Rather, designing involved making
explicit why particular choices or decisions were selected as values and realized and it
involved judging quality by testing in the physical and social world. Of course, quality
could be judged solely on internal criteria (what the academic teacher termed “selfreferential”: testing that occurred against geometrical criteria). However, this selfreferential testing seemed to signal a deficit view of architectural design, lacking
external value tests. Paradoxically, such designing failed the most fundamental tests of
quality at the individual and collective (or societal) levels (for example, designing could
ignore the client’s core desires, as some students had done when they unsuccessfully
presented their initial design ideas to the client).
Essentially, then, by being a learner-researcher in an undergraduate architectural
design basics subject and progressing my views of designing over the weeks of studying
this subject, I was able to refine my view of architectural designing to develop a threepart heuristic of imagining possibilities, interpreting ideas to form architectural
principles and distilling quality (Figure 1). As such, this view of architectural designing is
a heuristic for value selection.
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Figure 1. My value selection heuristic of architectural designing. Source: Golja 2011.

The detailed evidence of this learner-researcher account legitimizes such a view of
designing and the idiosyncratic pathway by which it crystallized. However, it was then
necessary to test its broader viability. I did so by analysing whether this particular
design knowledge, gained through learning to design, could also describe and explain
architectural designing more broadly.

Testing the viability of my design knowledge
So as to perform a preliminary, small-scale test of the viability of my value-selection
design heuristic, I selected a small number of recent cases of architectural designing,
conceived and realized at the cusp of the twenty-first century, where I could access
designs and design development by way of extensive archival material (including
commentary on designing events from different perspectives). So that my small set of
test cases might be as representative and diverse as possible, I decided to include
architectural designs with different cultural and environmental contexts, different uses
or functions and different project scales. Based on this criteria, three cases were
chosen: Beijing’s National Aquatic Centre for the 2008 Olympic Games (the
Watercube); 30 St Mary Axe, London; the Modern Education and Training Institute
(METI) School, Rudrapur.
There were obvious constraints and limitations of this archival approach. For
example:





I could access only selective and, in some places, fragmented and necessarily
subjective records of designing as development over time.
Accounts might have been written retrospectively thereby neglecting possibly
significant fine-grained detail while designing was occurring, at best possibly
jeopardizing chronological accuracy, and at worst, risking presenting a different
story.
The discourse of professional architectural designing might have masked the
struggle that such human activity encompassed and instead, may have
emphasized particular successes or failures as end points.
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Nevertheless, from the detailed and rich archival data available for these three
cases, I could track development using both designing events and design artefacts to
write detailed case studies (see Golja 2011). From those accounts, I gauged whether
such designing could be recognized as value selection. What follows is a brief analytical
summary.

1. National Aquatic Centre, Beijing
The design of the National Aquatic Centre for the 2008 Olympic Games had its
genesis in playful exploration of the fundamental element of an aquatic environment:
water. The state of water became an inspiration for organic curvilinear forms, wall
features, entrances and cladding. However, given the cultural location of this Olympic
venue, traditional Chinese geometries of axial arrangement and rectilinearity were
deemed important and explored in relation to this Aquatic Centre’s historical precinct.
Clearly, the Watercube designers imagined possibilities.
Key contextual factors (such as light, heat, acoustics) were subsequently identified,
influences against which these early ideas of water and square form could be further
tested. Indeed, such influences provoked ideas about an insulated greenhouse with its
structure in a cavity and ETFE as cladding material. As design ideas were being
investigated and refined, the choice of an innovative structure became crucial. A novel
structural system incorporating space and façade was conceived architecturally from
previous design explorations of bubbles and recent concepts derived from theoretical
physics. So these designers interpreted crucial ideas to form architectural principles. As
they tested their evolving imaginative and architectural ideas against various
contextual and cultural factors, they distilled quality in their developing architectural
concept which went on to receive public recognition and be awarded the winning entry
in this prestigious Olympic design competition.
Throughout this contingent, iterative process of the Watercube’s early designing
over time, evidently, different possibilities emerged and were explored and tested
architecturally, before being selected on the basis of their value. In essence, I could
recognize the designing of the Watercube as a case of value selection.

2. 30 St Mary Axe, London
The historic site of 30 St Mary Axe created particular architectural opportunities,
bringing together three distinctive agendas. The historical significance of an urban
setting, a client’s drive for innovation and sustainability and an architectural firm’s
conceptual development of ideas (articulated and realized in their previous projects)
acted to ignite early imaginative possibilities for a skyscraper.
Initially, client-based desires and aspirations shaped the architects’ form-finding
experiments, generating non-conventional complex forms. Social spaces, a key design
priority for this architectural firm, were then explored as atria in those forms and such
ideas were shaped aesthetically by economic considerations. Over time, curvaceous
forms, a spiralling language generated by rotating atria, viable construction of floor
plates and a simple complementary structural logic emerged as architects explored and
interpreted various social, environmental and economic agendas to fuel ongoing design
progression and new possibilities.
Parametric modelling enabled designers to create and test dynamic models to
better understand the qualities of these complex geometries. As testing occurred on
these developing architectural ideas, particular aesthetic principles were also explored,
selected and refined to distil quality. For example, qualities initially tested intuitively
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were then examined technologically as parameters for elegant curvaceous forms, for
ecological benefits, for a feasible structural system and for an economically viable
program.
Again, this second case of designing resembles a value-selection view of design. In
developing the concept for 30 St Mary Axe through intensive modelling, various
agendas were taken into consideration to trigger innovative possibilities. Such values
were interpreted as, for example, aesthetic principles in form, structure and program.
These qualities were then refined when design ideas underwent further tests (for
example, of feasibility, viability, sustainability and profitability) and were modified.
Therefore, in this second case, I can also recognize designing as value selection.

3. Modern Education and Training Institute (METI),
Rudrapur
The design of the METI School arose from a series of fortuitous events. An
architecture student’s early experiences in a foreign community awakened particular
cultural sensitivities. Then, opportunities in her architectural studies enabled
continuing pursuit of her interests and concerns for this community through designing,
in particular, a school. In these fertile environments, possibilities emerged and were
imagined.
As she designed the school, this student identified qualities important to the village
community, the local educational system (METI) and the children. She explored these
qualities architecturally against a wash of her own personal views and experiences. For
example, having articulated a concept of beauty as sustainability and harmony with the
ecosystem, she used this concept to re-examine the use of local materials and
resources. For her, designing involved generating fit between the community’s desires
and their ecological sustainability (including economic self-sufficiency and
environmental balance). So, in reconceiving endogenous resources (mud, bamboo) and
generating a novel structure in collaboration with another architect, she clearly
interpreted ideas gained from her cultural and educational experiences to form
architectural principles. Once such design principles were deemed to have been
successfully enacted in the METI School, they were utilized by the community in other
building projects. So, in designing to respect the sustained growth of local identity,
testing her architectural ideas against various cultural responses and support of a
community’s development, she distilled quality.
The METI School and the designs it subsequently generated also illustrate how the
process of values development can occur in designing. Cultural qualities were made
explicit and examined. An imaginative, architectural re-interpretation of such qualities
generated new principles for designing. These principles provoked value change in a
community and the creation of a new knowledge system. (For example, children were
learning in a built environment that itself was an innovative embodiment of new
community values; more broadly, the community used the new architectural principles
to drive their own development.) This third case affirmed designing as value selection.
Just as my view of designing anticipates a developmental pathway (shown in Figure
1), influenced by contextual factors and individual agendas, so too, the designing in
each of these three cases, through responding to various influences and opportunities,
set distinctive trajectories. Furthermore, in each unique case, a value-selection
heuristic could describe and explain how designing occurred. Therefore, the evidence I
found suggests that a view of designing as value selection was viable in contemporary
architectural designing (to the extent that these three cases represented it).
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Conclusion
Of the wide range of possible research approaches to gain design knowledge, a
learner-researcher approach was ideally suited for me, as an educator, to be able to
gain insights about design in an unfamiliar discipline. Indeed, just as I had engineered a
methodology to undertake research outside my field of expertise, so too have other
scholars undertaking design research: for example, Lyon’s (2009, 2011) studies, as an
“outsider” researcher, in the Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning through
Design (CETLD), illustrating how it is possible to engineer a range of different
methodologies appropriate to the circumstances of particular researchers. I was able to
locate one other leaner-researcher study in an educational setting (McGinn and Boote
2003), although the learner-researchers in that study were not novices, as I was, but
expert mathematicians who chose to study problem solving by enrolling in an
undergraduate history of mathematics subject.
In my study, I acknowledge that I could only approximate the experience of a real
student. (For example, I was only studying one subject and could not benefit from
complementary insights from other subjects as other students did; and no matter how
genuinely I tried to assume the role of a student, the subject teaching team was aware,
in the final analysis, that I was not a student.) Nevertheless, I believe that the approach
had integrity in that I was and felt that I was, in every sense, a learner in this subject
context and the subject teaching team, as well as other learners, could see that I was.
Though this methodology can be demanding, further learner-researcher studies, where
such an approach has integrity for researchers, would complement the single
perspective I have reported here and provide further valuable insights for academics
and for professional practitioners.
As already noted, I am not a designer nor an architect, although I have undertaken a
preliminary test of my view of designing as value selection by consulting available
accounts of three recent architectural designs. Other studies, undertaken in different
architectural contexts, have also viewed designing as having an important valuing
component (for example, Beinart 1981a, 1981b; Billings and Akkach 1992; Lera 1981;
Loukissas 2008). Design scholars might now examine my view of designing to see if they
agree with it or whether it needs to be modified or extended. In fact, design scholars
may wish to revisit the findings of these two studies as set out in my data (Golja 2011)
to see if they affirm, reject, modify or extend my interpretations. Such undertakings
could provide fruitful ways of triangulating and/or corroborating the design knowledge
I gained through these two studies. These suggested research directions could also
provide these scholars with valuable learning, teaching and research data.
At core, my value selection heuristic – in which I crystallized the three components
of imagining possibilities, interpreting ideas to form (architectural) principles and
distilling quality – attempts to explain how designing occurs, and thereby lays the
ground for theory development. Here, in my learner-researcher study, I reported on
development (or progression) in designing. To do so, I engineered and used a research
approach that sought to detect designing development as it occurred over real time.
Other researchers in various designing disciplines have chosen to gain insight into
development in a different way: by investigating specific snapshots of development –
novices, design graduates or expert designers – and comparing the designing of these
different populations (for example, Atman, Chimka, Bursic and Nachtmann 1999;
Bonnardel and Marmèche 2004; Kavakli and Gero 2002; Seitamaa-Hakkarainen and
Hakkaraninen 2001). Now, overarching developmental explanations of designing are
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needed that will go some way towards unifying research findings from these differing
approaches. Whilst it is difficult to induce a resilient theory from my developmental
data, on its own, my investigation can provide a small exemplar of how such data,
required for theorizing, might be collected and analysed for explanatory insights in
diverse design and educational contexts.
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subject. She is also grateful for the generosity and openness of students
and tutors in this undergraduate subject who made her feel part of their
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Finally, it was only through the Faculty of Design, Architecture and
Building’s recognition of the value of this doctoral investigation and our
shared aspirations to understand design education much more deeply that
it was able to proceed.
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